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has been completely annihilated by the results of the excavations in 
Palestine. 

Professor V1lter's book is a praiseworthy attempt to set forth the real 
situation, but in the reviewer's opinion his method is quite insufficient 
and his conclusions go entirely too far. JAMES HENRY BREASTED 

A HIERATIC READER' 
One of the greatest and most inconvenient gaps in our equipment for 

university instruction in Egyptian has been due to the lack of hieratic 
texts which could be put into the hands of students. Such texts are 
usually published by the various museums in sumptuous plate form, at 
a cost prohibitive to the purse of the individual student. For years such 
students have been obliged to do as the writer did in his student days, 
viz., go to the library and laboriously copy,-or, if the library rules per- 
initted, trace a copy from the published plates of the document. 

Moeller's great Hieratische Palaeographie2 is of such importance in 
the teaching of Egyptian, that for the first time a hieratic chrestomatlhy 
becomes a really feasible enterprise. It was therefore a wise extension of 
that work to prepare and issue a sufficient number of important hieratic 
documents to illustrate the chief periods, and in such cheap form as to 
be quite within the reach of any student of oriental languages. The 
present instalments are two of three, each to cost about four marks (less 
than a dollar). The first "Heft" contains twenty-five carefully auto- 
graphed plates representing the period of Old and Middle Hieratic, and 
comprising literary, historical, business, and scientific documents. The 
value of these materials is increased by the references to the Palaeo- 
graphie, which the author has added to each difficult sign or ligature, 
in the form of a number designating the said sign in the Palaeographie. 

The second " Heft" is devoted to the literary texts of the Empire, and 
includes tales (MAirchen) like the Papyrus d'Orbiney and the tale of the 
Cursed Prince. The historical texts include the poem on Ramses' II 
Repulse of the Hittites, the historical section in the great Papyrus Harris, 
and a portion of the Report of Wen-amon. The section on religious texts 
comprises the myth of the Sun God, the hymn to Thoth, a portion of the 
great hymn to Amon in the Cairo Museum, and the prayer of Ramses III 
to Amon from the Papyrus Harris; also another prayer to Amon from the 
Papyrus Anastasi. Among the poetical texts, Moeller has chosen the 
hymn to Menephtah from the Papyrus Anastasi III; and the description 
of the royal palace from Anastasi II; also some of the love poems for 
which the Egyptian literature is so well known. The miscellaneous 
section at the end includes Papyrus Sallier and some of the literature of 
instruction in the Anastasi papyri. Moeller's work will form the standard 
chrestomathy, indispensable to every teacher and every student of 
Egyptian. JAMES HENRY BREASTED 

1HIERATISCHE LESESTtOCKE far den akademischen Gebrauch herausgegeben von 
Georg Moeller. Erstes Heft: Alt- und mittelhieratische Texte. Zweites Heft: Literarische 
Texte des neuen Reiches. Small folio. Leipzig: J. C. Hinrichs'sche Buchhandlung, 1909. 

2 Reviewed on pp. 133 f. of AJSL, XXVI, No. 2. 
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